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Editorial Message  

As Somalia getting out of chaos and civil war, local 

businessmen and foreign investors started their business 

to respond to community needs. Remittances, Airline 

companies, telecommunications, private hospitals, 

electricity, and water purification plants are real 

examples. Local businessmen have been the sole source 

of employment, they have also been a key source of tax 

revenues, donating public funds for education, health, 

and other necessary services. The business contributed to 

easing the tensions and conflicts as people gain better life standard, they 

avoid involving violent conflicts, thus businessmen play mediating role to 

restore the stable environment and recommence business transactions. 

The E-commerce concept has recently emerged in Somalia and many local 

companies started to use e-commerce to better sell their products and 

services to their potential customers. Its implementation needs ICT 

infrastructure, professional software developers, government regulations, and 

many other issues. It has great opportunities to increase business activities to 

reach not only urban communities but also it can reach rural communities 

where people can access internet services and mobile money such as EVC 

Plus and E-Dahab. 

Financial analysis provides mechanisms to assess businesses, projects and 

contributes to their stability, sustainability, profitability, and continuous 

improvement of their products and services as well as forecasting trends and 

opportunities of the business. Financial analysis helps managers to make any 

necessary decisions towards opportunities and possible problems promptly. 

Quality of products and services is a key issue in today’s business. Local markets 

in Somalia suffer from poor quality products because either they are fake or 

they are low quality. There are many reasons that these low quality or fake 

products available in the market such as lack of proper control system in 

entrance ports such as seaports or airports, quality standards of policies and 

regulations for ensuring the quality of the imported goods, or any of the 

standards are not fully applied and practiced. Another reason is the low 

knowledge or experience of the sellers or the customers about the products or 

services that they selling or buying. 
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Agriculture is the basic source of the food supply of all countries of the world 

especially under developing countries such as Somalia. It is the backbone and 

basic ingredients to mankind and raw material for industries. Promoting local 

agricultural products is very important to encourage farmers and agricultural 

businesses to increase local products which contribute to national food 

security and export activities and finally contribute to the national GDP. 

The environment in which businesses operate is changing frequently. The use 

of information systems and the advancement of new technologies are some 

of the aspects that affect it. The internet and social media have improved the 

entire business activities such as management, operations, customer care, and 

connection with customers, suppliers, and profitability. The promotion of 

employees and workers is a key factor that contributes to the success of the 

business, retaining them, and increasing productivity. 

Khat (Qaad or Jaad) is grown in Kenya, Ethiopia, and Yemen. Somalia 

imports Khat daily and many people consume it which burdens the fragile 

country's economy. 

Energy is a key factor in the sustainable development of countries. Renewable 

energy is new to Somalia and many private sectors are investing in it. It will 

contribute to the economy of the country as a whole and create jobs for a lot 

of people. 

One of the most important economic infrastructures of every country is roads 

and they play a significant role in everyday economic activities. Afgoi road, 

which connects Afgoi district to the capital Mogadishu, is in its final stage and 

will be ready for use soon and will ease transportation, decrease the cost. 

Consequently, the real estate market of Afgoi will dramatically change and 

many Mogadishu and other Lower-Shabelle districts will move to Afgoi district. 
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THE PROPERTY MARKET 

IN AFGOI DISTRICT AFTER THE CONSTRUCTION OF 

MOGADISHU-AFOI MAIN ROAD? 
 

 

 

 

 

. Ismail Ibrahim Abdullahi and Dr. Amina Sheikh Omar Mohamud... 

 

INTRODUCTION 

oads are one of the most important 

economic infrastructures in every 

country, and play a key role in 

everyday economic activities by linking 

producers and consumers to markets, workers to 

jobs and students to schools. Developing roads 

and making constant maintenances every year 

are vital to any development plan, because they 

make an important and crucial contribution to 

economic development, growth and bring 

important social benefits (Glossop, 2008). 

Glossop (2008) also believes that infrastructure 

developments in general directly influences real 

estate markets by increasing prices. 

Improvements to the physical infrastructure of 

cities, especially improving roads, can be 

important to supporting city competitiveness. 

Poorly managed infrastructures often lead to a 

lower price in its properties in that area, as Hills 

(2007) argues that lower demand areas are often 

poorly served by public services and likely to 

face a general infrastructure shortfall, including 

weak public transportation services. This can 

limit accessing to nearby employment centers 

for the residents, discourage or restrict inward 

investments and limit business growth. 

 

1.1 Economic Factors Affecting Real Estate 

Markets 

“The value of a property depends on the overall 

economy in that area” this is a general 

phenomenon in the real estate market. A 

research conducted by Tse, Ho & Gansesan 

(1999) states that the variation of the housing 

prices has significant impacts on the economic 

conditions of the society. According to this 

phenomenon, if the demand for housing is 

increasing in the market, the housing price is 

expected to rise due to the imbalance between 

buyers and sellers. Consequently, when there 

are more buyers than sellers in the market, the 

housing price will increase.  

R 
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This can cause a self-fulfilling speculative price 

bubble (Levin & Wright, 1997). 

In addition to supply and demand, the inflation 

also contributes a major economic factor that 

drive real estate market price fluctuations. 

Almost every study showed the strong and long-

lasting relationship between inflation and 

property prices. Zhu (2004) believes that is 

because during inflation, most things in the 

economy will increase their price, so the cost of 

the raw materials for building a house will also 

increase. 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and interest 

rates are also two economic factors that affect 

real estate market prices. The GDP is considered 

a popular indicator of the property price, 

because of the relationship between 

macroeconomic activities and the housing price 

(Wheeler & Chowdhury, 1993). Giussani, Hsia 

& Tsolocas (1992) found that GDP per capita 

effect on property prices to be positive and 

significant, while inflation is believed to have a 

negative effect. 

 

2. ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURE 

DEVELOPMENT AND PROPERTY 

PRICES 

Apart from the overall economy in a country and 

its factors, property value in general depends on 

many characteristics associated with it, such as 

physical characteristics of the property and 

location of the site in relation to employment 

centers, trading zones and other recreational 

facilities. In addition to this, the socioeconomic 

characteristics of neighborhood is important to 

define the value of the property, including the 

presence of hospitals, parks, schools and 

community services  (Romkaew, 2000). 

Infrastructure developments encourage 

investments in general. And it is also an 

attractive factor for real estate investment, as 

they contribute to increasing demand for it. In 

Kenya, for example, a study conducted by 

Gatauwa and Murungi (2015), found that the 

real estate prices have risen rapidly in recent 

years after the government made improvements 

in the infrastructure, with home prices 

increasing sharply when compared to prices of 

goods and services in the other industries. They 

also argue that improved transport networks, 

social facilities development, expanded 

educational institutions and commercial centers 

are all factors that lead to high prices in the real 

estate sector (Gatauwa & Murungi, 2015). 

 

3. FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

Many residents’ livelihood in Afgoi district rely 

on Mogadishu, as they work there, and travel 

every day to the capital city. Not only workers 

and business owners who travel to Mogadishu 

every day, but also, there are a lot of students 

who use this road every day, those who are 

engaged in the educational institutions in 

Mogadishu. To travel between Mogadishu and 

Afgoi every day is not an easy task, as the road 

is mainly destructed. It is not strange to see some 

of those people to consider moving to 
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Mogadishu because of the safety issues and the 

cost of travelling. Even some may consider to 

sell their houses in Afgoi and buy others in 

Mogadishu or its outskirts. And this leads a 

devaluation (or a depreciation) in house and 

land prices in Afgoi district. 

 

3.1 Property Prices in Afgoi in the last 10 

Years 

Residential land and house prices in Afgoi 

district were quietly constant before 2007, as 

normal growth wasn’t more than 2% annually. 

Annual increase prices in the real estate market 

began after 2007, because of the conflicts and 

political unrests in the capital city, Mogadishu, 

when large number of its residents moved to 

Afgoi district and its suburbs. The hefty increase 

in prices of the property continued year after 

year until the late of 2011, when most of the 

displaced people moved back to Mogadishu 

after the political situation became more stable. 

After 2012, the annual increase of the property 

prices in Afgoi began taking almost a constant 

shape, with a slow increase rates annually. 

House prices in general depends on many 

factors, not only in Afgoi district, but in all parts 

in Somalia. Apart from the economic factors in 

the whole country, such as the inflation and the 

GDP, the three main factors that affect house 

prices in Afgoi district are: (1) type of the house, 

(2) its quality, and (3) the place (e.g. the village) 

the house locates. According to this, while 

house prices are vary from one to another in 

general, this study focuses on mainly analyzing 

prices of residential lands. The study found that 

the average annual growth rate (percentage of 

annual price increase) of the residential land in 

Afgoi is 3.93% in the last 10 years. 

 

3.2 What to expect in the Real Estate Market 

in Afgoi district? 

From the literature reviewed in this study, most 

studies found that infrastructure developments 

significantly boost the real estate market, with 

both house prices and residential land prices 

normally rise. So, do we expect a price-rise in 

house and residential land prices in Afgoi 

district after the completion of the Mogadishu-

Afgoi main road? 

There are several possible factors that could 

affect house and land prices in Afgoi after the 

construction of the main Mogadishu-Afgoi 

road. These factors include: 

3.2.1 Travel Time Effects 

The study found that public transportation 

drivers spend an average of 59.3 minutes 

travelling between Mogadishu and Afgoi, with 

the fastest one travels about 50 minutes in terms 

of normal traffic and checkpoint delays 

situations. They also expect to travel just an 

average of 26.7 minutes between the two cities 

after the construction of the main Mogadishu-

Afgoi road, with the slowest one expected to 

travel about 35 minutes. This shows that there 

will be an average of 32.6 minutes drop time in 

travelling between the two cities after the 
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completion the road construction. This indicates 

that there will be a travel time saving of 54.9%. 

In order to eliminate response bias, the study 

deployed only the weakest values (unfavorable 

values). According to the findings from the 

study, the fastest driver travels about 50 minutes 

between Mogadishu and Afgoi, while the 

slowest driver expects to spend 35 minutes 

travelling between the two cities after the 

construction of the road. And this tells that there 

will be drop travel time of at least 15 minutes, 

which means there will be at least 30% of drop 

time when travelling between Mogadishu and 

Afgoi after the construction of the main road. 

 

3.2.2 Transportation Costs vs. Fuel 

Consumption Effects 

 Assuming that both traffic and load situations 

are normal, the study found the average fuel 

consumption for one trip from Afgoi to 

Mogadishu is 5.7 litres, while it is expected to 

lower that amount to 4.1 litres after the 

construction of the road. This means there will 

be a drop fuel consumption of 28.1%. 

This decrease in fuel consumption will lead a 

lower transportation cost, and this may 

encourage other high or even some middle 

income individuals to consider buying cars 

rather than using public transportation services. 

From this point, those who intended to sell their 

houses in order to move to Mogadishu may 

rethink and stay, as the newly developed road 

will contribute them to travel safely and less 

costly. 

3.2.3 Cost of Travelling vs. Cost of Renting 

House in Mogadishu 

The cost of renting houses in Mogadishu differs 

from a place to another. The two key factors 

contributing those variety of house renting costs 

in Mogadishu are; the quality of the house and 

the place the house locates. Recent years, a 

number of Afgoi district residents moved to 

Mogadishu because of the road safety issues and 

the difficulties of travelling between Mogadishu 

and Afgoi every day, as the road is mainly 

destroyed. 

After the completion of the construction of this 

road, it is expected to be more safety and less 

costly in terms of travelling between the two 

cities. Using public transportation services, the 

cost of travelling between Mogadishu and Afgoi 

was approximately 2.5 dollars for “forth and 

back”. And it is expected to lower this cost to at 

least 1.5 dollars. Which means the cost of 

travelling between Mogadishu and Afgoi will be 

no more than 45 dollars per month. 

In terms of house renting costs, the study 

conducted an interview with 30 respondents 

from middle and low income employees in 

Mogadishu, the average renting cost they incur 

monthly was 209 dollars. Assuming those 

employees were residents in Afgoi and moved 

to Mogadishu, it means they would have saved 

164 dollars every month if they had stayed in 

Afgoi and use safe public transportation 
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services. It is clear that this affects directly to 

those who moved to Mogadishu and pay rents 

instead of staying their houses in Afgoi and 

incur only 45 dollars of travelling costs. Which 

means the opportunity cost of moving to 

Mogadishu is saving 164 dollars each month. 

And this is a huge amount of money according 

to a low and middle income employee. 

From the data analyzed in this study, the three 

factors will contribute the increase of the 

property prices in Afgoi by increasing 30%, 

28.1%, and 52.9% respectively to the normal 

annual growth rate 3.93%. Using equations 4 or 

5, there will be an expected 8.3% increase in the 

future prices of the properties in the real estate 

market in Afgoi district after the completion of 

the main road construction between Mogadishu 

and Afgoi. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Roads are one of the most important economic 

infrastructures in every country, and play a key 

role in everyday economic activities. It is widely 

accepted that infrastructure developments, such 

as building roads, boost the overall economy, 

and likely affect real estate market prices. The 

purpose of this study was to examine what to 

expect in the real estate market in Afgoi district 

after the construction of the main road between 

Mogadishu and Afgoi. The study found that 

three factors may contribute the increase of 

property prices in Afgoi district after the 

completion of the main road construction 

between the two cities. These factors are: (1) 

travel time saving between Mogadishu and 

Afgoi, (2) transportation cost decrease, and (3) 

the high opportunity cost of moving to 

Mogadishu. And it’s expected an increase from 

3.93% in the last 10 years in average to at least 

8.3% in the next few years after the completion 

of the main road construction. The study also 

predicts that this increase will not and unlikely 

to cause a real estate bubble. The study 

recommends the following: 

1. There is likely to be an increase in the 

property prices in Afgoi and its suburbs 

after the completion of the main road 

between Mogadishu and Afgoi. So, it 

will be a better opportunity to invest in 

this sector in Afgoi. 

2. The study also encourages investors to 

make real estate investments in the areas 

between Afgoi and Mogadishu, around 

the main road. As there is also an 

expectation of establishing new business 

ventures around the main road. 

3. The newly developed road will boost the 

transportation system between the two 

cities, travelling will be safer than it was, 

the life span of the vehicles will improve 

and transportation cost will reduce. So, 

this will be another opportunity of 

investing in the transportation service 

industry between Mogadishu and Afgoi. 

VIP transportation services are good 

opportunity for investment. 
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BUSINESS IN WAR ZONE:  

THE CASE OF SOMALIA 
 

 

 

 

 

. Dr. Abdulkadir Nor Jibril... 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

omalia as a potential market for local 

and foreign investors has been under 

chaos since 1991, although relative 

stability prevailed in some areas where the life 

of business transactions become possible for the 

respond of market demands. Small Business 

investment in the different sectors has been the 

survival strategy during crises in Somalia. It 

involved improvement of life standard and 

motivated cooperation between the people in 

different regions. Sustainable enterprises 

particularly service sector emerged as the 

consequences of local business investors efforts. 

Private sector development contributed the 

economic improvement of the country. 

The major business development sector 

emerged during the crises were considered to be 

telecommunications and remittance sector, 

remittance is described the way to transfer 

revenues from Somali diasporas in outside the 

country, it contributed the development of 

business investment, with increase of financial 

service demand and the success of remittance 

(Hawala). Local investors introduced 

commercial banks, some of hawala agencies 

involved the endeavours to achieve commercial 

banks in the country. Telecommunication sector 

met wide acceptance and the people in the entire 

country use telecommunication service 

therefore this paper studies business during 

chaos and the recovery period. 

Business Growth 

Somalia emerged potential market for foreign 

investment and local business men, it endowed 

the longest beach in east Africa, and it is also 

rich with natural resources. Though conflicts 

and instability prevailed across the country but 

it could not stop business activities within the 

local communities. Business come into 

existence for the response of community needs 

within a period of violent conflicts. Remittances, 

S 
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Airline companies, telecommunications, private 

hospitals, electricity and water purification 

plants are included. 

Major business sectors are located in 

Mogadishu. Thus, private sector contributed 

work opportunity and has been the sole source 

of employment, they also been key source of tax 

revenues, donating public funds for education, 

health and other necessary service. Business in 

the conflict zone continuous with willingness of 

businessmen to continue doing business 

investment with preference of small capital and 

high profit, doing business in the conflict zone 

associated with high risk and high profit which 

may motivate the business men. 

Business contributed to ease the tensions and 

conflicts as people gain better life standard, they 

avoid involving violent conflicts, thus business 

men play mediating role to restore stable 

environment and recommence business 

transactions. Interest of people in business is to 

find business running smoothly in the market. 

Business affects essential environment for peace, 

it helps the fulfilment of business operations and 

transactions as business contribute economic 

development. Once peace prevailed in the city, 

business operations gain strong and motivation 

to grow. Somalia without governance assumed 

to be in continuous chaos however trade and 

geographical position of Somalia with the flow 

of remittances from Somali diaspora helped and 

enabled people engage business and access to 

the market to gain profit in short period of 

investment within conflict context.  

Business sectors has been increasing gradually 

from main cities to the villages as business 

activities prevail in the large cities as stated Ali 

& Dalmar “economic growth in Somalia has 

been slowly expanding from large cities, such as 

Mogadishu, Hargeysa, Bossaso, Kismayo and 

Garowe, to regions, districts and villages that 

have been in recovery since the lessening of 

civil war. Capital formation, defined as that part 

of a country’s current output and imports that is 

not consumed or exported during the accounting 

period but is set aside as an addition to its stock 

of capital goods, is one of the main explanatory 

factors in the economic growth of Somalia”. 

Banks, Remittance and Telecommunications 

A) Remittance 

Remittance is known Hawala meant money 

transfer with trust between sender, receiver and 

the remittance agent. The sender gives money to 

Remittance agent in his/her place providing 

required information such sender’s name, 

amount of money and contact number, it also 

required information of the receiver such Name 

and city and contact number. Nenova in 2004 

described that the remittance agent in receiver’s 

city contact with the contact number or receiver 

approach to agent for the collection of the 

transferred money, receiver shows necessary 

identifications such ID or Passport, some is 

asked descent clan and responsible for the 
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authorization of payment as verification and 

checking process. A study conducted by Osman 

in 2006 shows that the formation of Remittance 

commenced in a way that importers of Somali 

businessmen accumulate hard currency from 

other Somalia migrants who wishes to send 

money to his/her relatives in Somalia, 

businessmen uses collected money to buy goods 

from international market and imports to 

Somalia and they give money back to migrant’s 

relatives. Remittance has been growing until the 

emergence of private banks providing major 

financial service including remittance service. 

Osman presented in 2006 list of Remittance 

companies in his study it has been included 

Dahabshiil, Al-Mustaqbal Express, Dalsan, 

Amal Express, Tawfiiq Nation link... 

Remittance and money transfer from a large 

Somali diaspora played a vital role for the 

investment of small business during the conflict 

period. Banfield also stated in 2006 that 

remittance companies transfer each year $700-

800 million for support families, it is 30% 

approximately of the country’s GDP. 

Remittance service described to be major 

service for money transfer in the absence of 

commercial banks contributing income of 

families and improvement of business 

transaction in the market. Also, remittance 

contributions to Somalia economic traces back 

to 1980s and is considered to be outstanding 

aspects of the economic. It has been estimated 

to $370 million per year, 75% from Somalia 

employee in Gulf countries as it was equal to 13 

time of national wages. Mugano presented in 

2008 that the number of Somali live in outside 

the country particular Europe, USA, Canada and 

Australia increased with collapse of the 

government and state of anarchy expansion 

across the country, this caused increase of 

remittance to the country for the survival of 

households, remittances help people in conflict 

zone to make better life, it is used different 

investments particularly service sector as stores 

and transportation service. Mugano argued that 

remittance institute the capital foundation of 

small shopkeepers and stated that “remittance is 

more effective than aid of government aid which 

suffers directly from both grand and petty 

corruption, bureaucratic delay and are 

sometimes invested in poor value projects”. 

Major proportion of remittance were used farm 

investment and business by Tongan and Samoan 

as evidences of Schrieder & Knerr in 2000 

shows that remittance provides household in the 

conflict zone better life income in difficult 

period. 

B) Banks 

Success of remittance service and increase of 

business activities resulted banking service 

needs for business and organizations as 

educational institutions. Some remittance 

companies extended their functions into 

banking service including remittance service. 

Private banking increased in the country during 

the period of conflicts and fragility state, more 
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than five private banks providing banking and 

financial service in Mogadishu and major cities 

in the country; however, commercial banks has 

been under the control of state before 1991.The 

rise of private banks in Somalia contributed 

business development and external pressure met 

by remittance companies by foreign countries 

for the purpose of fighting money laundering. It 

is obvious that banks could not provide the 

required service for economic development and 

the welfare of the society but much has been 

achieved. Achievement and improvement is 

required in the area of saving mobilization and 

credit allocations. 

Two commercial banks have been existed in 

Somalia under the ousted government in 1991. 

The establishment of two banks (saving and 

credit bank and commercial bank) was the 

consequence of nationalization of foreign 

commercial banks in 1970 as Warsame stated in 

his paper in 2006. 

During a period of violent conflict functional 

banks and financial legislation were not existed 

in the country, only remittance companies were 

providing money transfer service. Central Bank 

of Somalia has been reopened its offices in 

Mogadishu and Baidoa in 2006 since 1991. 

Central Bank maintains price stability and 

competitive market with financial system. There 

are two financial legal system of the sector 

“Central Bank of Act Law and Financial 

Institutional Law 2011”. Financial institution 

whether banks or Remittance companies cannot 

operate and provide financial service to public 

unless they obtain license from the Central Bank 

of Somalia. Nine Remittance companies and six 

banks achieve permission of work (License) and 

can perform banking and other financial 

activities. Sufi said in 2006 that “Central Bank 

acts as regulatory as well as supervisor for 

financial systems in Somalia”. The development 

of commercial banks is seen how banking 

activities increasing across the country. In 2006 

Dalmar identified ATM service is introduced at 

the first after the collapse Somali state, it also 

obtained SWIFT code in order to connect with 

international corresponding bank to perform 

international money transfer service. However, 

Dalmar described challenges that constrain 

development of commercial banking system as 

“The absence of legal systems to enforce 

contracts and property rights, lack of a fully 

functioning Central Bank and level of insecurity 

in country.” 

Six Commercial banks licensed by the Central 

Bank of Somalia work effectively in major cities 

of the country. All provide banking service such 

as current accounts, saving accounts, cash 

deposit and withdrawal, money transfer service 

and mobile banking transfer for some banks 

affiliated with mobile telecommunication 

companies as Salam, Dahabshiil and Amal Bank. 

The licensed banks are Dahabshiil bank 

international, Salam Somali Bank, International 

Bank of Somalia, Trust African Banks, Premier 

Bank and Amal Bank 
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C) Telecommunications 

For the growth of telecommunications, three 

companies operating in major cities introduced 

mobile money transfer service, Hormuud 

Telecom in Mogadishu, Golis Telecom in 

Bossaso and Telesom in Hargeysa. The new 

service allow customers transfer money, 

purchase goods and service and to pay bills, the 

service is known Zaad or Sahal. Mobile Money 

transfer (Zaad and Sahal) met wide acceptance 

from customers and users for its fast transfer and 

risk reduction of carrying cash. However, the 

Zaad product used in south and central Somalia 

has been banned by Al-Shabab justifying that 

Somalia economic will fall down in the hands of 

international corporations and it eliminates the 

circulation of local currency, Sahal financial 

service is working in Puntland and Somaliland, 

East and north Somalia. Hormuud telecom 

introduced EVC-Plus as an alternative to 

replace Zaad service. The new service performs 

the same functions of Zaad service but personal 

information of the users is not on display as 

Zaad service. EVC-Plus service permits 

customer to use multiple service in menu 

options such as airtime for their mobile or other 

phone, recharge exchange and refund. 

Business growth in the telecommunication 

sector described as successful business during a 

period of conflicts contributing improvement of 

lifestyle and providing work opportunities for 

hundreds of unemployed youths. Mohamed 

state in his study in 2017 that Mobile 

Telecommunication operators contribute to the 

economic growth of many developing countries 

in the world. They provide employment 

opportunities, introduce innovation 

improvement and economic developing and life 

prosperity, the industry saved the country from 

economic problems as achieved tangible growth 

within a period of conflicts and its recovery. 

Telecommunication business indicated 

overwhelming success in terms  of coverage 

expansion  and providing satisfactory service to 

the people on international standard, rate of 

international calling is cheapest in Africa, it 

costs 50 US cent only per minute, Overall 

success, development of the telecommunication 

sector  contribute to economic  growth of the 

country, they considered  biggest revenue 

generators, telecommunication companies 

provide  employment opportunities to the 

society , they operate to improve income and life 

standard of society as a corporate social 

responsibility. 

Telecommunication companies provide variety 

of service, such as mobile service, fixed-line and 

internet service. Telecommunication companies 

offer landline service for 10 USD per month 

with free unrestricted local calls and 

international calls cost 50 US cents per minute 

the web is charged at 50 US cents an hour, 

which makes it the cheapest rate in Africa as 

Osman shows his study in 2013. Mobile 

subscribers in Somalia are in surge since 2000-

upto now. 
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Conclusion 

This paper investigated the growth of business 

in Somalia particularly service sector such as 

telecommunications, remittance and banks in 

violent business environment. The study shows 

that business activities had not only continued 

during period of conflict in the country but also 

come up with tangible development in 

telecommunications, banks and remittance 

companies. Business with these sectors started 

from zero, currently they provide better service, 

for example mobile telecommunication 

companies provide variety product and service 

which was not available at the stage of its 

foundations or its pre-existence, they provide 

GSM Mobile service, internet service 4G or 3G 

and Mobile money transfer etc. Mobile cellular 

subscribers have been increased up to 50% o 

verall the population since 2000. 
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STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT OF IS-IT 

RESOURCES A REVIEW 
 

 

 

 

 

. Dr. Mohamed Omar Abdullahi... 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

o say that the corporations today 

conduct businesses in a massively 

changing environment is to grossly 

understate the issue.  

The rapid pace of technological advancement 

has resulted in unprecedented utilization of 

computing systems as a means of delivering 

increasingly complex and demanding customer 

expectations:- helping architects design 

environmentally sustainable, structurally 

challenging and aesthetically interesting 

buildings; allowing scientists to split atoms, and 

categorize human genomes; relieving 

managerial guesswork from the economics of 

supply/demand curves; enabling engineers to 

print 3D cars that not only drive themselves, 

they also know you’re having a heart attack 

before you do and call up the paramedics; but 

perhaps most significantly, all technology has 

all but removed the physical exchange of money 

from all walks of life. The median worker is 

therefore losing its race against the machine 

(Brynjolfsson, 2011). 

The world is shrinking. With improvements in 

Information Systems and Technology (IS/IT), 

the ability to do business regardless of location 

have given rise to unprecedented globalization. 

But, competing in this "global village" (to 

borrow a phrase closely associated with 

Canadian born intellectual Marshall McLuhan) 

offers the companies of today big opportunities 

and equally big challenges. It is obvious, nay 

passé, to state that all organizations across all 

sectors – public and private – are now dependent 

to the point of absolute on their IS/IT systems.  

Integrating these systems into organizations has 

been identified as a vital process in IS/IT 

‘strategic planning’. But what exactly does the 

term mean? According to Google's advanced 

algorithms, nearly 130 million books have been 

published throughout modern history, and a 

T 
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large chunk of those are about strategic planning 

(tongue in cheek). In his book Management 

Tasks and Responsibilities, the guru to gurus 

Peter Drucker stated both what it is, and, what it 

is not. It is not he said a box of tricks, a bundle 

of techniques; nor is it about forecasting or 

prediction. It does not deal with future decisions 

and makes no attempt to eliminate risk. 

Strategic planning, he asserts is "analytical 

thinking and commitment of resources to action; 

decisions we make today about a future that is 

inherently uncertain (i.e., taking that right risks)” 

(Drucker, 1973).  

The Need for Information 

Systems/Technology Strategy 

The successful introduction and optimization of 

technologies in an organization, information 

systems strategy become one of the most 

important steps since the 1980s. Most literature 

explains the successfulness of information 

systems in organizations is directly related to its 

planning. Previously, it was work done by IT 

professionals, but later became a collaborative 

effort from different parties like business 

managers, professionals of different business 

units, technology and system professionals and 

sometimes other stakeholders Altameem, 

Aldrees, & Alsaeed, (October, 2014).  

Users and professionals of information systems 

together can stablish a mutual understanding of 

the information systems value and problems that 

are associated which carried by strategic 

information systems planning Altameem, 

Aldrees, & Alsaeed, (October, 2014), Teubner 

(2013). Developing information systems into 

priorities with the implementation of their 

rankings in terms of strategic values, 

effectiveness, and efficiency, IS can help that 

with organizations. 

According to Teubner (2013), using information 

systems to reach organizational objectives has 

significant impact on their strategies, IS strategy 

can effectively assist organizations. Providing 

guidelines about the development of 

information systems infrastructure in the 

organizations is a must. Also ensuring the best 

use of information systems resources such as 

personnel, time for particular project time, and 

its funds. IS strategy can also assist the 

organization with best way possible in building 

fences against new market entrants, modifying 

competition against rivalries, generating new 

products, use more cost-effective approaches, 

and striking the balance among powers of 

suppliers Altameem, Aldrees, & Alsaeed, 

(October, 2014).  An IS Strategy also guarantees 

that organizations can interface and 

communicate properly with legacy systems 

whenever new systems are built. It ensures that 

the strategic vision of an organization is 

consistent with its information systems 

infrastructure. In today’s business markets the 

survival or the success of organizations is 

generally dependent upon the improvement and 
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implementation of an innovative and coherent 

IS strategy. 

IS Strategic Approaches  

Organizations need to implement and enhance 

their strategies more effectively to survive, 

counter, and succeed against competitive forces. 

Laudon & Laudon (2012) proposed four basic 

competitive strategies for organization which 

are based on Porter’s five forces. The four 

generic competitive strategies, each of which is 

often enabled by using information technology 

and systems: they are low-cost leadership, 

product differentiation, focus on market niche, 

and customer and supplier intimacy. 

Information systems can be enabler of these 

competitive strategies.    

Low-cost leadership 

According to Laudon & Laudon (2012), using 

information systems, organizations basically 

shift the cost of doing their businesses or 

decrease the costs of business processes or 

lower the customer’s or supplier’s cost, i.e., 

using information systems to produce products 

and services at a lower price than competitors 

while enhancing quality and level of service. 

The checkout counters at supermarkets or large 

retailers like Walmart for example capture sales 

data to ascertain the product items that are sold 

or those needed to reorder. Also, Walmart 

continuously replenishes systems that transfers 

orders to restock directly to its suppliers. 

Walmart systems enabled them keeping the 

costs down while fine-tuning its merchandize to 

meet customer demands.  

Product differentiation 

Using information systems, organizations are 

enabled new products and services, or 

significantly modify the convenience of 

customers by using products or services existed 

before Laudon & Laudon (2012). Example, 

Google continuously introduces new and unique 

search services for customers to personalize and 

customize their exact requirements. Nike also 

sells sneakers via its NIKEiD program on its 

website. Customers can choose the shoe type, 

color, materials, outsoles, and even a logo of 

their own which contains 8 characters only. The 

order then transmits through computer to 

specifically prepared plants in China and Korea. 

Focus on Market Niche  

Using information systems, organizations can to 

focus a particular market, serving customers in 

that specific market better than their rivals. 

Generating and evaluating data, information 

systems can help this strategy to adjust sales 

marketing approaches (Laudon & Laudon, 

2012). Examining buying preferences, tastes, 

and patterns of customers, information systems 

enable companies to efficiently pitch marketing 

and advertisement campaigns to smaller 

targeted markets. Laudon & Laudon (2012) 

stated that these data are from different sources 

like demographic data, transactions made 

through credit card, purchase data captured 
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through supermarket scanners at counter 

checkouts, and other data captured when 

accessing websites. Using software tools 

organizations will be able to discovery new 

patterns from these bulk of data to introduce 

rules that guide decision making. Such analysis 

will drive organizations to one-to-one marketing 

strategy which generates personal messages 

based on individual favorites Laudon & Laudon 

(2012). Hilton Hotels is an example of 

organizations who uses such systems to collect 

a detailed active guest data with all of its 

properties to ascertain the favorites of every 

guest and profitability of guests.  

Strengthening of customers and supplier’s 

intimacy  

Using information systems, organizations are 

able to build relations with suppliers and 

improve intimacy with customers Laudon & 

Laudon (2012). For example, facilitating direct 

access by suppliers to production schedules, 

Chrysler Automobile Corporation uses 

information systems, and also allows suppliers 

to choose when and how to ship supplies to 

Chrysler factories. Producing goods, the 

suppliers will get more lead time. On the other 

hand, Amazon keeps track of customer favorites 

like books or movie purchases, and later 

recommends titles purchased by others. So, 

robust relationship with customers and suppliers 

as Laudon & Laudon (2012) mentioned 

increases cost switching of one product to a 

competing product and organization loyalty. 

Conclusion 

In this study we have discussed the essence of 

change in today’s business world. The advances 

of new technologies accelerated and 

transformed the way we live, work, handle 

businesses, and structure entire industries. 

Social Media, mobile, real-time, and the Internet 

of Things; these are just some of the 

technologies that are disrupting markets, 

competition and companies. With 

improvements in Information Systems and 

Technology (IS/IT), the ability to do business 

regardless of location have given rise to 

unprecedented globalization. But, competing in 

this globalized world offers today’s companies 

big opportunities as well as challenges. We 

identified that the integration of these systems 

into organizations as a vital process in IS/IT 

‘strategic planning’. The IS/IT strategy gives 

organizations a competitive advantage when 

properly managed. This competitive advantage 

is temporary as competitors often seek ways to 

duplicate the competitive advantage. In order to 

stay ahead of competition, organizations have to 

continually develop new competitive 

advantages. 

In addition to that, the appearance of the Internet 

and social media communication from person to 

person became possible with unprecedented 

scale. As social media is one of the significant 

part in modern communications, it influenced 

consumer’s behavior in various aspects 

becoming a major factor. Based on our study we 
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understood that social media significantly 

increased the ability of corporations to 

communicate with its client and the general 

public. It builds for the corporations important 

relationships, mobilizing stakeholders with 

good strategy and targeted content. Also 

delivers a valuable outcome when building 

corporate reputation, changing audience opinion 

about the brand and the delivery of 

understanding competitors. The objectives of IS 

strategy is to achieve a competitive advantage 

and predict IT resources requirement with their 

allocations. Also, the alignment of IS with the 

business strategies and performance of the 

business are connected. Furthermore, alignment 

is crucial because it supports businesses to 

ensure improved organizational performance 

and assists organizations to maximize the return 

on investment. 
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THE EFFECTS OF MERIT-BASED 

PROMOTION VS. SENIORITY 

ON JOB SATISFACTION 
 

 

 

 

. Fartun Ahmed Sheikh... 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

n the coming years, the success of any 

organization very much depends on the 

satisfaction of its human resources (HR).  

In the service-oriented industry, like, 

telecommunications, this is a particularly true. 

Promotion among others is one of the main 

variables contributing to employee satisfaction. 

Therefore, the aim of this article is to evaluate 

the effect promotion practices on job 

satisfaction through the use of 

telecommunications companies. 

Promotion and ability management are very 

important in HR. in recent times, due to many 

changes in employment setting as well as the 

cost of living issues, many employees have 

started to tone out their right for promotion. 

Management, on the other hand, due to demand 

and supply factors, in the contrast of that cost 

needed to be at the lowest point. These two 

contradicting opinions might create many 

conflicts of the workplace. What are human 

resource standards for promotional systems? 

Should promotion be based on seniority or 

competencies? What are the expected or 

unexpected outcomes of business if promotions 

are based on seniorities or competencies?  

Motivation is the key for organizations to work; 

without it, the workforce will not put up their 

greatest and the company's performance would 

be less efficient. Human resources are the most 

essential among all the capital an organization 

owns. To keep hold of an efficient and 

experienced labour force is very critical in the 

overall performance of an organization. 

Motivated workers can help make an 

organization competitively more value-added 

and profitable.  

 

 

 

I 
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Promotion Based on Merit 

The fundamental principle of merit promotion is 

the recognition, qualification, evaluation, and 

selection of candidate which will be made 

without regard to political, religious, labor 

organization, relationship, marital status, race, 

color, sex, national origin, non-disqualifying 

physical 

or mental 

handicap 

or age. 

Merit 

promotion shall be based solely on job-related 

criteria in accordance with legitimate position 

requirements (Rupia, Musa, Nandi, & Odera, 

2013).  

Using a Competency-Based Approach relates 

your business strategy to a set of critical 

competencies. It becomes a plan against all 

organizational practices. Accordingly, it 

declares that how you employ, set and track 

goals, evaluate performance, develop your 

employees, and identify your organization's 

future leaders are aligned with your overall 

organization's vision and strategy 

Expected Outcomes if Promotions are based 

on Merit 

The subject of merit pay has remained an issue 

of considerable debate in both the private and 

public sectors. A business organization must 

assess the pros and cons of merit pay carefully 

while devising its pay policies for the employees. 

Usual insight in business has usually favored the 

existence of merit or performance-linked pay. 

 Positive outcomes  

To emphasize the major benefits of using 

practical terms — using a Competency-Based 

Approach has (1) selection benefits — by 

defining one applicant as more effective and 

superior to another, thus creating a better fit; (2) 

offers performance benefits — by clarifying and 

raising the bar on what is expected; and (3) 

supplies developmental benefits — by 

developing individual goals that employees can 

struggle to reach that are associated with the 

business strategy. Given that you can make the 

basic assumption that people generally have the 

wish to do well in their jobs, and be a part of a 

successful, trustworthy organization — using 

this theory will work for you and to your 

organization's advantage.  

A competency-based selection method helps 

organizations keep away from these costs by 

providing a framework to constantly hire, 

develop, and promote top performers. When 

you take up this practice, turnover drops, 

individual and group performance improves, 

and your organization builds a strong and agile 

workforce that can solve problems, change with 

the times, and meet organization-wide goals 

(University of California, 2014). 
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Negative Outcomes  

However, merit pay may also present several 

disadvantages compared to a traditional pay 

schedule. First, some tasks naturally involve 

team production, so individual contributions are 

complex to disentangle. A compensation system 

could reward team output, but this would create 

incentives for individuals on the team to "free 

ride" on the efforts of others. Second, individual 

compensation for amount produced will 

encourage the undue emphasis on quantity alone 

in some circumstances. Third, most employees 

like predictable earnings and dislike large 

fluctuations in monthly income (BUDDIN, 

MCCAFFREY, KIRBY, & XIA, 2007).  

a. Stressing on Individual Performance and 

Compromise of Team Spirit 

b. Higher Employee Conflict and Non-

Motivation Issues 

PROMOTION BE BASED ON SENIORITY  

The bigger trustworthiness and identification 

with the organization those are associated with 

seniority rewards will direct to a differential 

benefit of one organization over another. The 

disagreement between change and stability also 

highlights another problem of seniority. 

Rewarding senior employees ensures that an 

organization maintains employees with valuable 

knowledge of its procedures, rules, and 

functioning, which should result in more 

productive work groups because less time and 

effort haveto be spent on understanding the 

organizational system (FISCHER, 2008).  

Using the seniority system, employees with the 

longest time in service are also given the most 

privileged treatment in areas such as promotions, 

job rotation, and holiday time. The benefit of the 

seniority-based pay system is that all workers 

are guaranteed to be paid enough salary to 

support themselves and their families. Many 

companies feel that the strong connection 

between workers and companies increases 

productivity (Amin, 2012).  

EXPECTED OUTCOMES IF 

PROMOTIONS ARE BASED ON 

SENIORITIES  

Positive outcomes:  

The benefit of the seniority-based pay system is 

that all workers are guaranteed to be paid 

adequate salary to shore up themselves and their 

families. Many companies feel that the strong 

bond between employees and companies 

increases productivity. Recently, many 

companies have had to develop strategies to 

manage their payrolls and balance the needs of 

employees with the economic viability of the 

firm (Amin, 2012).  

Companies can benefit from keeping employees 

for a longer time. If the firm's specific 

knowledge rises in the term, workers grow to be 

more valuable for their present employer more 

time.  
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According to Lennard Schiebroek, (2012), 

Promotion based on seniority has the following 

strengths:  

The longer an employee works at the same firm, 

the more of his firm's specific knowledge 

accumulates. For the employee, the chance of 

being promoted will be higher when at the firm 

for a longer period. Again, the reason is the 

accumulation of the firm's specific human 

capital.  

In a sense, to grant promotions on the basis of 

seniority is to reward employees for loyalty. No 

one would deny that loyalty deserves to reward. 

Organizations that want to hold on to their 

employees and avoid from costly turnover, a 

type of guaranteed promotion plan may be an 

effective personnel policy.  

 

Negative outcomes 

Seniority-based pay also has disadvantages and 

creates some problems, which are often not 

taken into account: The two most well-known 

problems that could arise with seniority-based 

pay are that the employee does not have the 

required level of ability, or he does not exert 

enough effort to produce enough output.  

 

 

 

1. The screening problem: the screening 

problem is the problem that the worker 

may not have the required level of 

ability. Seniority-based pay works as a 

screening device. In the first period, the 

worker will receive a low wage, and the 

firm learns about the ability of the 

worker. In the second period, the firm 

will only continue with the high ability 

workers. 

2. The moral hazard problem: the 

employee does not exert enough effort. 

This problem will especially come up in 

the last period of the contract. In earlier 

periods, shirking by the employee could 

result in being caught and dismissed. In 

that case, he will not get the high wages 

of the last periods and will start with a 

lower wage at the new employer. 
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INTRODUCTION 

ne of the most critical issues for 

economic growth and stability in 

Somalia is affordable access to 

electricity. This policy brief highlights the work 

of Somalis to introduce renewable energy 

solutions to their country. It offers suggestions 

for entrepreneurs, investors, civil society, and 

governments to help Somalis achieve affordable, 

reliable, and efficient energy from renewables. 

The 2014 African Energy Outlook estimates 

that less than a quarter of Somalis have access 

to electricity. For those with access, electricity 

tariffs are among the highest in the world, 

varying from $0.35 to $0.40 per kilowatt hour, 

while their neighbors living in Ethiopia and 

Kenya pay less than $0.20. 

The Opportunity of Renewable Energy 

In Somalia no business investment can work 

effectively due to very high electricity expenses 

while other countries, affordable electricity has 

increased agricultural and manufacturing 

productivity and created opportunities for the 

emergence of new businesses. Access to 

affordable, reliable electricity improves critical 

public services and can increase household 

incomes by reducing time and money directed at 

procuring cooking fuels. Affordable electricity 

could also help to save Somalia’s endangered 

forests and improve its air quality. Renewable 

energy sources are a viable and immediate way 

to increase affordable energy for Somalis.  

Investments in renewable energy are 

multiplying in Africa as the costs of renewable 

technologies decrease. According to the 

Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st 

Century, investments in renewable energy in 

2018 and 2019 were greater than the previous 

eight years combined for Africa and the Middle 

East.  

 

O 
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Somalia has one of the highest potentials for 

onshore wind power in Africa and one of the 

highest rates of daily total solar radiation in the 

world. The cost of renewable energy options is 

decreasing and are now often less expensive 

than diesel options. The following conditions 

have primed the energy sector for investments 

in renewable energy: 

 A strong private sector: Private 

investment and entrepreneurism have 

fueled development in Somalia. The 

lack of state control of the energy sector 

allows Somalia to avoid the painful step 

of unbundling state monopolies on 

energy that many other countries have 

faced.  

 Growing demand and a track record 

of success: In the last four years, there 

has been an expansion of renewable 

energy investment—from small, 

standalone solar products like solar 

lightbulbs to renewable energy 

generation for mini-grids. Over 20 

renewable energy projects have been 

constructed in Somalia in the last three 

years. These projects, such as a 60 kW 

wind farm that has brought 24-hour 

electricity to the city, show the 

feasibility of renewable energy and 

stimulate demand for renewable energy 

solutions.  

 

 Dynamic local partners: Several 

renewable energy companies have 

established themselves in the past four 

years throughout the country. These 

companies can provide local support and 

expertise that continues to grow with 

each renewable energy project. 

Greater government support: Regional 

Somali governments have voiced strong interest 

in renewable energy. Investment in renewable 

energy is a top priority in several key planning 

documents for the Federal Somali Government, 

the government of Somaliland, and the 

government of Puntland. Somaliland has 

created a regional energy policy and drafted 

laws and regulations for the energy sector that 

are currently under consideration. 

Conclusion  

The durability and strength of the Somali 

economic recovery depends on securing the 

basic infrastructure, such as affordable 

electricity services. Furthermore, many small 

agriculture processing manufactures has 

dropped the market due to expensive electricity.  

Likewise there are many other small 

manufacture discontinued their operations. 

Therefore, Investing in renewable energy can 

dramatically improve Somalis’ access to 

electricity. The growing number of renewable 

energy projects demonstrates the viability of 

investments in renewable energy.  
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As the overall Somali economy develops, more 

companies and households will need access to 

electricity, which underscores the potential of 

the market. Addressing the challenges that 

constrain the energy sector, such as lack of 

policies and regulation as well as deficiencies in 

technical capacity, are onerous tasks but such 

efforts will facilitate investment and promote 

economic growth and good governance.  
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A FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
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INTRODUCTION 

inancial analysis contributes to an 

assessment of a business, sub-business 

or project's sustainability, stability, and 

profitability. It is carried out by experts using 

ratios and other methods to compile reports that 

use information from financial statements and 

other reports. The aim of any financial analysis 

is to use the financial data comparison and 

interpretation to obtain insights into how a 

business works, to find areas for development or 

improvements.  

 

 

 

One of the best measures of the business's 

ability for long-term development is financial 

stability. The professional accountant provides 

financial analysis that protects the company's 

health. The Small Business Financial Health 

Analysis shows that business owners with 

knowledge of business finance prefer to have 

firms with higher revenues and profits, more 

staff, and more success in general. A financial 

analysis of the business is the first step to 

improving financial knowledge. A strong 

analysis represents five main areas, each having 

its own collection of data points and ratios, and 

is described below: 

REVENUES RATIO 

Revenues are maybe the primary source of cash 

for your company, but the Long-term success 

can be determined by the amount, quality and 

F 
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timing of revenues, and consists of three parts, 

Revenue growth, Revenue awareness and 

Revenue per employee 

a. Revenue growth: 

When calculating revenue growth, don't 

include one-time revenues, which can 

distort the analysis. 

Revenue Growth = (revenue this period - 

revenue last period) ÷ revenue last period. 

b. Revenue awareness: 

If a single customer contributes a high 

percentage of the sales, whether that customer 

stops shopping, you might face financial 

difficulties. No consumer should account for 

more than 10% of your overall profits. 

 Revenue Awareness = (revenue from client ÷ 

total revenue).  

c. Revenue per employee: 

This ratio tests the efficiency of the business. 

The higher, the better the ratio. Many highly 

profitable businesses produce annual sales per 

employee of more than $ 200,000 

Revenue per Employees= (revenue ÷ average 

number of employees). 

PROFITS RATIO 

The business cannot succeed in the long term, if 

it can't consistently produce quality profits, and 

consists of three parts, Gross profit margin, 

operating profit margin and Net profit margin 

 

a. Gross profit margin 

A strong gross profit margin helps you to handle 

surprises on the sales or cost of products sold 

without losing the opportunity to pay for 

ongoing expenses. 

Gross Profit Margin= (revenues – cost of goods 

sold) ÷ revenues.  

b. Operating profit margin 

Operating expenses don't include interest or 

taxes. This determines your Business’s ability to 

make a profit regardless of how you finance 

operations (debt or equity). The higher, the 

better. 

Operating profit margin= (revenues – cost of 

goods sold – operating expenses) ÷ revenues.  

c. Net profit margin 

This is what leftovers for reinvestment into the 

business and for distribution to owners in the 

form of dividends  

Net profit Margin = (revenues – cost of goods 

sold – operating expenses – all other expenses) 

÷ revenues. 

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY RATIO 

Operational excellence assesses how well the 

capital of the company is maintained. A lack of 

efficiency in operations contributes to lower 

profit and weaker growth, these ratios consisting 
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of two parts: receivable account turnover ratio 

and inventory turnover ratio. 

a. Accounts receivables turnover 

This measures how the credit you lend to 

customers is managed successfully. A higher 

number means that your business handles credit 

well; a lower number is a warning sign that you 

should change how clients receive from you. 

Accounts receivable turnover = (net credit sales 

÷ average accounts receivable).  

b. Inventory turnover 

This measures how efficiently you manage 

inventory. A higher number is a good sign; a 

lower number means you either aren't selling 

well or are producing too much for your current 

level of sales. 

Inventory turnover = (cost of goods sold ÷ 

average inventory).  

4. CAPITAL EFFICIENCY AND 

SOLVENCY RATIO. 

In a financial analysis, the capital efficiency and 

solvency to be listed is to show investors and 

lenders their returns on equity as it relates 

directly to the business. Finally, the liquidity 

of financial analysis suggests that firms can 

generate sufficient cash flow to cover all the 

cash costs of the Business. and consists of two 

parts, Return on equity and Dept to equity. 

a. Return on equity 

This represents the return investors are 

generating from the business. 

Return on equity= (net income ÷ shareholder’s 

equity).  

b. Debt to equity 

The debt and equity can vary, but generally this 

indicates how much leverage you're using to the 

operation. Leverage should not exceed what's 

reasonable for the business. 

Debt to equity = (debt ÷ equity). 

LIQUIDITY RATIO 

Liquidity ratios are an important class of 

profitability measures that are used to determine 

the ability of a debtor to pay off current debt 

obligations without increasing external capital. 

and consists of two parts, Current ratio and 

Interest coverage. 

a. Current ratio 

This measure is the ability to pay off short-term 

obligations from cash and other current assets. 

A value less than 1 means your company doesn't 

have sufficient liquid resources to do this. A 

ratio above 2 is best. 

         Current ratio= (current assets ÷ current 

liabilities).  

b. Interest coverage  

This measure is the ability to pay interest 

expense from the cash you generate. A value 

less than 1.5 is cause for concern to lenders. 
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Interest coverage = (earnings before interest and 

taxes ÷ interest expense). 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of the financial analysis is to have 

an acceptable measurement basis so that you can 

determine whether success is combined with 

appropriate comparisons. For each data point as 

well as for the accumulated financial position of 

the business, this functions individually.  

The first base is the history of the business to 

determine if the financial situation is improving 

or worsening. Certainly, performance over the 

last three years is sufficient, but you can still use 

it if access to older data is open. Looking at the 

past and present financial condition also helps 

you spot trends. If, for example, liquidity has 

decreased consistently, you can make changes. 

The second basis is the direct competitors. This 

can provide an important reality check. Having 

revenue growth of 10 percent annually may 

sound good, but if competitors are growing at 25 

percent, it highlights underperformance. 

The final basis consists of contractual contracts. 

Lenders, investors and key customers usually 

require certain financial performance 

benchmarks. Maintaining key financial ratios 

and data points within predetermined limits can 

help these third parties protect their interests. 

 

 

 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The term ‘analysis’ means the simplification of 

financial data by methodical classification of the 

data given in the financial statements, and also 

‘interpretation’ means, ‘explaining the meaning 

and significance of the data so simplified.’ 

However, both’ analysis and interpretation’ are 

interlinked and complementary to each other. It 

is important for Business managers and business 

owners, so; Analysis of financial statements 

helps the finance manager and Business owners 

in: 

 Assessing the operational efficiency and 

managerial effectiveness of the 

Business. 

 Analyzing the financial strengths and 

weaknesses and creditworthiness of the 

Business. 

 Analyzing the current position of 

financial analysis, 

 Assessing the types of assets owned by a 

business enterprise and the liabilities 

which are due to the enterprise. 

 Providing information about the cash 

position Business is holding and how 

much debt the business has in relation to 

equity. 

 Studying the reasonability of capital and 

debtors held by the business. 
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POOR QUALITY PRODUCTS 

IN DOMESTIC MARKETS 
 

 

 

 

 

. Hussein Abdi Mohamud & Luul Mohamed Hussein... 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

he Bakaro Market is one of the largest 

markets in Mogadishu, Somalia. It has 

opened its doors in the year 1972 

when President Mohamed Siad Barre was ruling 

the country. It is one of the greatest markets in 

the whole nation and even in east Africa. It is a 

market where different types of businesses are 

available either as retailers and wholesalers. It is 

a type of market where you can find your daily 

essentials like medicine, petrol, vegetables, 

meats, electronics, etc. People come from the 

different districts in Banadir region to this 

market just to buy their basic needs even if they 

live far away, which shows how popular the 

Bakaro market is to the Somali society. But in 

the previous years, there were different 

problems that this market had faced which was 

a negative impact on its trading system. 

 

 

 

Problems of Low quality products in Local 

Markets  

1. Low Quality Product 

One of the major problems that occur in 

Bazaar market is the low quality of products 

that are brought to the market. Some of the 

products that are brought to the market are 

either fake or they are of low quality. The 

first reasons why these low-quality products 

enter to the Bazaar market are lack of proper 

control system in Seaport and Airport.  

 

T 
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They do not control it very well and look 

whether these products are good for society 

wellbeing. Consequently, there might not 

fully installed the required mechanism and 

equipment to check the quality of the 

product and this brings that poor quality 

product enter into the country. Furthermore, 

there is a shortage of expertise in quality 

control and the required equipment 

supposed to use for checking and measuring 

the quality of the products. 

Second reason, the best knowledge of 

researchers there is no the quality standards 

policies and regulations for insuring the 

quality of the imported goods and services 

or May not fully applied and practiced.  

However in recent years the quality 

awareness and the importance of good 

product or service for the business growth 

has been improving. The fact is that 

government does not fully control most of 

economic sources of the country such as 

airports and sea ports which give 

businessmen opportunity exercise his will in 

business transaction to maximize his/her 

profit.  

Lastly, another important factor that allows low 

quality products to spread and have a negative 

impact on the market is the low knowledge or 

experience of the seller has on the products that 

they are selling. As shown the available 

statistics, most of business men are less 

educated and they don’t perform in the markets 

and this may cause lack of knowledge about the 

products. Consequently, this could lead to have 

a negative effect to the buyers of the products. 

 

Conclusion  

During the observation, the researcher met 

different business men and seaport officials 

what they agreed all is that there is no 

functioning system which assures the quality of 

the products. Even sometimes, there might 

happen that expired products are stored in the 

seaport warehouse because of these traders have 

a lot of money and they bribe the officials. 

Furthermore, most of interviewed persons 

agreed that the system itself contributes the 

importing low quality products. While some of 

them pointed that business people are exploiting 

this nation and deliberately importing expired 

products or poor quality products.  

To overcome these problems, Firstly, the 

government should develop rules or apply in the 

ports so as to check the quality of products that 

comes to the country’s ports. These rules should 

specify the types of products that could enter to 

the country by checking its quality. The second 

way to solve is to provide the ports officials the 

necessary equipment used to know if the 
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products that are in the port are at the standard 

level and their quality matches the standards in 

the rules and regulations.  

Moreover, the officials should be well trained 

and expertise to do their jobs well regulations 

that are settled by the ministry of trade and 

commerce where if anyone is caught selling low 

quality or expired products, then they will be 

punished and they would pay a huge fine for 

breaking the rules and regulations of the 

ministry of trade and commerce.  

Also the ministry of trade and commerce can 

construct an office within the Baraka market 

where its staffs can check every now and then 

the businesses in the market whether they are 

following the rules and bringing good quality 

products into the market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, the researcher suggests the following 

recommendations: 

 In order to restrict for these low quality 

products the concerned parties both 

government and business people should 

come up with standards and mechanism 

to check the imported products. For 

instance, the ministry of seaport can pass 

the rules of governing the quality of 

products. While business people should 

sympathies their peoples welfare and 

avoid importing the low quality 

products. 

Government should nominate the quality 

control commissionaire which will stand to 

make sure that all imported products are 

checked and free from low quality. This might 

be the lasting solution to this problem.  
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THE IMPACT OF BAN OF KHAT 

IMPORTS ON SOMALIA ECONOMY 
 

 

 

 

 

. Nur Hassan Ahmed... 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Over half a million Kenyan farmers depend on 

the cultivation of Miraa for their livelihood. In 

2016 President Uhuru Kenyata signed into a law 

a Bill that categorizes Miraa as cash crop and 

allocated Miraa farmers one billion Kenyan 

Shillings to deal with market shocks. Kenya’s 

biggest Miraa export market is Somalia. Around 

20 cargo planes full of Miraa/Chat used to arrive 

in Somalia daily. But ironically, these planes fly 

back to Kenya completely empty. No wonder 

why the Somalia-Kenya trade deficit is so huge.  

The Somalia’s exported goods such as cheap 

fisheries products are being shut out of the 

Kenyan market as they were exported through 

black market because of taxi evasion. In 2018, 

Lamu East Fishermen Association urged 

President Kenyata to ban fish from Somalia.  

 

 

 

As a result, in June 2019 Kenya imposed cross-

border trade ban on Somali’s seafood moreover 

this tag of war has been worsened by the Corona 

Virus of 2020. 

From the collapse of Somali state in 19991 up 

until recently, Kenya enjoyed a high degree of 

leverage over Somalia. But the Kenyan patron-

client relationship with some of the Somali 

politicians and business elites is coming to an 

end as Somalia stands tall against Kenya’s 

regional influence.  Somalia has repeatedly 

rejected calls to withdraw from the maritime 

dispute case at The Hague. Somalia has also, 

rejected to lift the Miraa ban despite the 

resumption of international flights on August 3, 

2020 after months of Covid-19 restrictions. 
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To make matters worse, it is believed that Kenya 

armed a proxy force- Jubaland militia is fueling 

the matter. Earlier this year, Turkey trained 

Somali special forces (Gorgor Brigade) and 

Jubaland militia backed by Kenya clashed at the 

border town of Bula Hawa. Kenya, Somalia 

relations have been at their lowest point in years 

as the two countries row over Indian Ocean 

Maritime claims, Kenya’s plan to build 700km 

border fence and more recently Somalia miraa 

ban which is a two-edged sword an epoch-

making measure for Somalia but angers Kenya. 

 

The Cross-border khat Trade amid COVID-

19 Surge  

The number of Coronavirus (COVID-19) 

infections and related deaths is rapidly 

increasing in Somalia. According to Somali’s 

federal ministry of health  on 8th of December 

2020 the total cases recorded throughout the 

country are 4,579 of these 3929 recovered and 

121 death confirmed however the government is 

struggling to get accurate data as there is no 

death certificate needed to bury someone in 

Somalia currently . However, at present it is the 

secondary, primarily economic, effects of the 

pandemic that are being most keenly felt.  

The impact on the khat trade in particular is a 

good illustration of the economy’s regional and 

international connections, and the effects of 

anti-COVID-19 measures on cross-border 

movement and daily life inside Somalia. 

Measures to contain COVID-19 have imposed 

restrictions on Khat imports (and consumption) 

that have affected livelihoods including 

women’s incomes, who make up most of the 

Khat sellers in the country. 

Night time transporting Khat in skiffs and 

smuggling to Somalia from one of Lamu 

makeshift docks in Kenya 

Yet in spite of official attempts to restrict Khat 

imports, the sector is typically finding ways 

round these measures by developing land-based 

or ocean entry routes and informal methods of 

distribution. Nonetheless, a reduced supply has 

led to price increases and hit government 

revenues, with the formal Khat trade shifting 

into contraband, which may have security 

implications. Some Somalis have continued to 

chew Khat despite restrictions on imports and 

price rises but changes in chewing practices 

have also been observed. 

Transmission of COVID-19 through the 

touch of Khat  

The distinction between individual addiction 

and Khat’s role in intercommunal life is blurred. 

Some Somalis continued to chew in spite of the 

obstacles, but with behavioral changes. In 

Somalia consumers are still chewing Khat in 

public places as the social distancing is ignored. 

To avoid the possibility of transmission from 

unwashed leaves, consumersare told by health 

workers to boil the khat before chewing or wash 

it in hot water to remove any trace of the virus. 
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Groups of men chew Khat at their homes or in 

rented houses. Some khat users claim COVID-

19 does not affect them, saying it is exaggerated. 

The Federal Government of Somalia has 

reportedly revoked licenses for two aviation 

companies registered in Kenya, citing 

smuggling of Khat and violation of COVID-19 

regulations as the motivating factors, in a move 

that could test the fragile relationship between 

the two countries. 

According to various sources within FGS, the 

Transport and Aviation Minister Mohamed 

Abdullahi Omar revoked the licenses for Buff 

Air Services and Silverstone's Airlines for 

violating the rules, but the communication is yet 

to be made public. The two airlines, insiders say, 

have been smuggling Khat worth millions of 

dollars in the pretext of "medical supplies", a 

move which angered authorities when the tricks 

were discovered. The airlines, sources added, 

have also been violating COVID-19 rules. 

Is Khat ban related to Maritime Dispute or 

COVID-19 prevention Measures? 

People say that the Khat trade in the region is an 

import that is thought to rank second only to 

sugar in Somalia that involves long supply 

chains that cut across national borders. Khat 

must also be delivered fresh, within a few hours 

of it being picked, so any disruption to the 

supply chain is detrimental for the product.  

 

The ban of Khat illustrated the wider disruption, 

caused by the pandemic, to the outward-facing 

Kenya economy. In Mogadishu, sellers and 

witnesses at the main khat market, Beerta 

Qaadka, say Ethiopian khat is still making its 

way to the south and central parts of Somalia 

through the east, via Beledweyne, which 

borders Ethiopia, and from the semi-

autonomous regions of Somaliland and 

Puntland in the north. 

Some, meanwhile, believe that the shutdown on 

Kenyan khat is motivated more by politics than 

public health as both countries have diplomatic 

row over Indian Ocean maritime dispute which 

is being reviewed at the ICJ. Presidential 

election is expected to take place in Somalia in 

February 2021 so analysts say the diplomatic 

row is not only related to maritime dispute but 

Kenya’s direction intervention in internal affairs 

of Somalia especially the bordering State of 

Jubaland. 

What is the bigger picture? 

Leaders from Miraa growing regions in Kenya 

and anti-Khat campaigners in Somalia scale up 

pressure on their respective 

governments.  Kenyan government assigns 

higher importance to the Miraa issue than the 

maritime dispute between her and Somalia as 

Miraa is both a cash crop and a top issue for 

voters.   
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The Miraa farmers, traders and elected leaders 

from Meru County recently threatened that they 

will resort to mass protests if the Miraa issue is 

not resolved by Kenyan government. 

Meanwhile, Khat from Kenya still flows into the 

black market in Mogadishu, arriving by boat in 

the coastal town of Kismayu and then 

transported via skiffs to the capital. Chewers say 

that when they are able to find Khat, it is 10 

times the normal price, from about $9 or $10 a 

kilogram to $100. 

This kind of illegal cross-border trade seems to 

be unstoppable as it is taking place at a time 

when the Kenyan government has imposed a 

cross-border trade ban between the two 

countries since June, 2019.The government 

closed the border with Somalia, particularly at 

Kiunga in Lamu, as a measure to counter human 

trafficking, terror merchants and smuggling of 

contraband goods. 

On the other hand, a deep anti-Khat sentiment is 

sweeping across Somalia. Abukar Awale of 

Qaad-diid foundation an ex addict, who 

tirelessly campaigned for the miraa ban in the 

horn of Africa, is now leading the Somalia miraa 

ban campaign. Mr. Awale recently urged 

president Farmaajo not to give in to the pressure 

from Uhuru to lift the Miraa ban. 

 

 

 

Conclusion  

In the Horn of Africa region, Khat is mostly 

grown in the Kenyan and Ethiopian and 

transported to Khat-consuming customers 

mostly in Somalia as well as the adjacent 

Somali-speaking regions of Djibouti, Ethiopia 

and North-Eastern Kenya as well. In the wake 

of the pandemic, the Somali Federal 

Government temporarily banned imports of the 

narcotic leaf, Khat, on public-health grounds. 

Regional administrations quickly followed suit.  

After the ban, the price of the Khat in Somalia’s 

capital Mogadishu jumped as much as fifteen-

fold and new land and ocean smuggling routes 

quickly emerged. The primary result of 

Somalia’s ban has been a shift away from khat 

of Kenyan origin towards Ethiopian imports. 

While it is unclear if the public-health objective 

has been achieved, the loss of revenue to Kenya 

has been significant to add insult to the injury 

Kenya is accused of interfering the internal 

affairs of Somalia which brought a tough 

diplomatic rows which has been escalating to 

the point of no return. 
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CHALLENGES OF E-COMMERCE 

IN SOMALI BUSINESS 
 

 

 

 

 

. Hussein Abdi Mohamud & Mohamed Ibrahim Ahmed ... 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Electronic commerce (or e-commerce) has 

evolved over the years to become a major 

channel through which businesses can exchange 

goods and services, coordinate production and 

market to customers. Besides that, the ever-

increasing sophistication of websites, intranets 

and extranets has led to advanced web 

applications being used to address the needs of 

customers. Although the downturn in e-

commerce activities at the end of the 20th 

century led to many new businesses failing, it 

has subsequently been followed by a second 

wave of e-commerce that is more international 

in nature. Also, more dynamic in terms of 

business and revenue models, and more 

effective in terms of utilizing internet services to 

address customer needs. Today organizations 

around the world are using e-commerce to 

satisfy their communication and business needs.  

 

Electronic commerce is a business in which 

information technology is used to increase sales, 

business efficiency and provide a basis for new 

products and services. Moreover, the growing 

number of Internet users has encouraged 

business to turn into using E-commerce to reach 

their customers and increase the volume and 

profitability of their business. 

 

Somalia has one of the lowest internet 

penetration rates globally, but developments in 

recent years, such as the launch of fiber-optic 

services in 2014, have given rise to new online 

customers and businesses. Today people know 

how to order goods through online markets and 

they even shop online overseas. As we all know, 
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the internet in Somalia was very low in the last 

ten years but recently become viable through 

mobile, at home and very where. Therefore this 

may could lead the online business to be very 

successful in the near future. 

The Challenges of E-Commerce in Somalia  

In general, E-commerce business is relatively 

new to Somalia business environment, but in 

recent years there have been many small 

businesses that have started using online even 

though they didn’t reached up to the maximum 

level due to the following challenges: 

1. Digital Divide 

Somalia like any other African country and least 

developed and developing regions, e-commerce 

is still taking root in many parts of the country 

and has not fully advanced to the current 

standards characterized by the second wave of 

e-commerce. This variance is often referred to 

as the digital divide. The concept of digital 

divide is multidimensional. Most common 

definitions for the term include; ‘the inequality 

of access to the internet” or ‘the gap between 

those who do and do not have access to 

computers and the internet. The global scope of 

digital divide generally concerns two types of 

access; material access and usage 

access/usability. Material access refers to the 

availability of electronic networks, applications, 

hardware, software and other necessary ICT 

infrastructures. Usability refers to the skills 

required to operate ICT hardware and 

applications in a manner that will be beneficial 

to one’s self and others. In Somalia, Usability is 

the most challenging one because most of the 

mobile don’t adopt the use of technology while 

some others not still convenient with the E-

business. 

2. Lack of Adequate ICT Infrastructure 

In many African States, there is a deficit of the 

‘new end-user technologies’ that have 

characterized the modern wave of e-commerce. 

This problem is particularly acute with internet 

related technologies. One of the critical factors 

that have contributed to this disparity has been 

the lack of funding for ICT projects by African 

States. However, most of researchers agreed 

that the cost of setting up appropriate ICT 

infrastructure is quite high and it has been 

estimated over $6.6 billion annually in order to 

continue with the improvement of ICT 

infrastructure. Although Somalia, is a country 

emerging from crisis and not have ready ICT 

infrastructure E-commerce business will face 

many challenges for connecting their businesses 

and their customers.  

3. Lack of ICT Knowledge 

As shown in the statistics a large percentage of 

the population do not know how to use the 

various technologies like computers and the 

internet. This is a consequence of the general 

lack of ICT training and education. Besides that, 

most of Somalis are accustomed to pay cash for 

their purchases, and this attitude has contributed 
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to consumer resistance to online payment 

methods. Furthermore, some areas where 

communities are keen on preserving cultural 

etiquettes such as handshakes when making 

deals. 

Conclusions 

E-commerce can be improved by bridging the 

digital divide through regulatory reform.  Also, 

the basic ICT infrastructure necessary to support 

efficient e-commerce can be developed and 

improved by opening up all aspects of 

telecommunications sector to competitors. 

Because of the majority of the population in 

countries live in extreme poverty and can barely 

afford basic food, shelter and health care 

services. Thus, it is expected that not everyone 

will be able to afford access to the e-commerce 

infrastructures. Thus, the following points are 

suggested: 

 The evolution of ICT markets requires a 

strong and effective regulatory regime 

that will oversee the proper functioning 

of markets and efficient and fair delivery 

of services. For this to happen the 

regulator’s independence has to be 

safeguarded by ensuring that its 

structure is free from any government or 

private sector influence. 

 

 

 Easily adopted and utilized the 

technology require some level of skill. 

Thus, additional efforts are needed to 

create an inclusive information society 

that is capable of efficiently utilizing all 

ICT infrastructures, thereby promoting 

e-commerce. And,  

Awareness creation is needed in order to bridge 

the usability barrier. The governments should 

get involved in promoting ICT literacy within 

their jurisdiction by legislating for computer 

courses as part of the national syllabus, and 

supporting this mission by training teachers on 

computer skills and supplying schools with the 

relevant hardware and software. 
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PROMOTING LOCAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS 

FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
 

 

 

 

 

. Hussein Abdi Mohamud ... 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Agriculture is the basic source of food supply of 

all countries of the world whether under 

developed, developing, and even developed. 

This sector is the backbone of the economy, 

which provides the basic ingredients to mankind 

and raw material for industrialization. 

Agricultural advancement is necessary for every 

country that improves the raw materials of 

agricultural based industries without a strong 

agricultural base a nation will always find it 

difficult to sustain its economic growth. In 

Somalia, Agriculture is a major employment 

activity and is the largest economic sector in the 

country. It contributes more than 60% to the 

national GDP from domestic distribution and 

exports to other parts of the continent, the 

Middle East and Europe. There are many 

agricultural crops which harvested such as fruits 

and vegetables (tomatoes, lettuce, onions, 

watermelon, peppers, cabbages, oranges, 

lemons, and papaya). The studies related to the 

challenges of crop production and farmers 

became one of the interested published issues in 

recent years. For example, McCalla, A. F. (2001) 

USA, he speaks challenges to World 

Agriculture in the 21st Century, he mentioned 

three main challenges including Global Food 

Security, Poverty Reduction and Sustainable 

Natural Resource Management.  

He concluded that feeding two billion more 

people will be an enormous challenge. The 

bottom line is that virtually all of the increase in 

production globally will have to come from 

knowledge-based agricultural intensification, 

using modern science and biological technology, 

accompanied by improved capacity to deal with 

biotic and abiotic stresses.  

Due to on and off armed conflict, natural 

disasters, such as floods and drought, disease 

outbreaks and very limited access to basic 

services and humanitarian space, some Somali 
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households increasingly face challenges to 

maintain a food secure and well-nourished 

household. As a result agriculture has suffered 

most.  In the past three decades, these factors 

negatively affected all of the country’s 

geopolitical entities and their economic 

performance, resilience, and revival, especially 

in the crop subsector. Nonetheless, the livestock 

and crop subsectors remain the backbone of the 

Somali economy, playing a crucial role in the 

country’s food security, resilience, job creation, 

income generation, and foreign exchange 

earnings. 

 

On other hand Somalia have good land for 

cultivation and still its limited the access of the 

fruits and vegetables. For example, as statistics 

shown only 1.6 percent of Somalia’s total land 

is cultivated and this indicates how the Somalia 

agriculture is handicapped and not availing the 

cultivated land we have. 

 

 

 

Factors influencing local agricultural 

products Price  

Determinants of prices increase of agricultural 

products include:  

 Drought: People who plant farms are 

fled and agriculture product is 

decreasing day after day, many farmers 

left from countryside due to drought to 

the city that results the crops become 

very expensive in the markets.  

 Rainfall: water is important source and 

is the key factor of plant growth the 

greater the average temperature the 

greater the amount of water required for 

plant growth. Without rain the plants 

cannot grow very well the crops is 

affected by the drought that causes the 

farmers move the rainy area all the time.  

 Temperature: most of plants cannot 

grow if the weather becomes very hot.  

 The growing season: some plants need 

long time to grow, the shorter required 

growing seasons the further the crops 

can be grown that can be reduce the price 

of the local products. 

 Wind: Wind can have a destructive 

effect on crops, the wind is also harmful 

it reduce moistures and increase the 

potential for soil erosion.  
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  Technology: cost of the machinery are 

very expensive without machinery it’s 

very difficult to cultivate more crops, so 

agricultural machinery would be easier 

to cultivate more and more than 

mankind.  

The main uncontrollable challenge is climate 

changes which now days increased its effect on 

the world especially in Afgoye nearly 4 times 

the Shabelle River was dry out, and rain was low 

more than five years. 

 Conclusion  

In general, agriculture in the country has 

declined significantly for many reasons but the 

main one is that there is no system to protect 

farmers. As long as Somalia actors such as 

government, business people and banks are 

turned to the importance of agriculture and 

invest to this sector it will look like this and 

continue to less crops and less economic growth.  

The increased availability, affordability, and 

consumption of diverse, safe, and healthy foods 

from stronger agricultural sector performance 

would improve nutrition directly and increase 

the resilience of poor households indirectly. 

People who are well nourished in childhood 

have greater physical and intellectual capacities, 

leading to higher earnings over their lifetimes 

and a larger cushion to absorb shocks.  

Improving the production, trading, and 

processing of primary agricultural products 

would not only contribute to the country’s 

overall economic recovery and growth, it would 

also have important direct effects on cementing 

peace and security, strengthening livelihoods, 

reducing poverty, and enhancing health 

outcomes in both rural and urban areas 

During the observation, the researchers found 

that Somali farmers are disappointed and don’t 

know well where they can get agricultural 

financing.  

Likewise, the banks and investment companies 

don’t contribute to this sector. The most 

constraints that researchers found is unstable 

weather, water scarcity, poor transportation, 

fear of conflict between rebels and government 

and also less of knowledge and skills. Therefore, 

the researchers suggest the following points: 

 The government should encourage the 

farmers for the cultivation of farms and 

help whatever can increase their 

productivity. 

 The government should provide a 

solution for blocked roads and taxes.  

 Farmers should adopt the local climate 

change and try to make strategies for the 

development all basic needs of the 

production.  

 Banks and other investment companies 

should give a consideration to 
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agricultural investment and encourage to 

the farmers.  

 Government should make strategies for 

reducing challenges and constraints to 

local agricultural products in Somalia  

 Also the government is responsible for 

rebuilding of roads and continues 

monitoring the climate changes.  

The farmers should try to plant the crops in 

balanced manner. 
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